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Don’t you just have to love Munich...?

(12.01.2018) …so asked writer Wolfgang Koeppen in the title of one of his books,  
published posthumously in 2002. The volume contains impressions, conjectures and  
insights focusing on the city that was his beloved home for over 50 years, right up until 
his death. The Greifswald-born writer said of his life in the Bavarian capital: “I live in 
Munich. My writing desk stands on the banks of the Isar river.”

111 reasons to love Munich? Or just 33? At least 55? – Travel guides today love to fight 
over the numbers. Rather than letting it irritate us, we closed our eyes and reached into 
the Munich treasure chest, emerging with 25 real gems. Is it essential that you look at 
all of these? Of course not! Just browse the 25 titles and investigate those that appeal 
to you most. Each entry can be read as a standalone point.

Munich’s Notre Dame: 
The church of St. 
Maximilian on the 
western bank of the 
Isar river.
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 Magical Munich, mysterious Munich  

Magical? Undoubtedly. But there’s even more than first meets the eye: Feng Shui 
tours, powerful “energy points” where people go to recharge, dragon veins, dragons 
on the corner of the Rathaus and on the Mariensäule, the Dragon Path in the Bayeri-
sche Nationalmuseum and the Drachenzählerlied (Song of the Dragon Tellers), which 
sings of locations from the city centre to Haidhausen; gargoyles that glower down on 
you in the Prunkhof courtyard of the Neues Rathaus; the “devil’s footprint”; the fiery 
Zacherl; the walled-in patrician; the plague ghost at Alte Peter church; the ghost of  
the Electress in the Maxburg building; the Black Lady of the Wittelsbach family and  
the moaning from the Jungfernturm; burial mounds and Celtic ring forts in the local 
area. That said, the quiet dreamer may be content to simply watch the sun set from 
Monopteros temple. 

Ghost tours: inside-munich.com/ghost-walking-tour.html
Feng Shui tours: Mr Martin Schmitt-Bredow, Tel. +49 89 74 56 03 25,  
email: termine@stadtfuehrung.info. 

 Lesser-known goodies from Munich  

Although the origins of Munich’s Weisswurst are often disputed, its quality is not. And 
open-minded eaters can also try some advanced variations of the delicacy, from a seafood 
Weisswurst served with mild mustard butter, which has been available since 1983, not 
forgetting the champagne Weisswurst launched in 1999, through to a skinless version, 
first seen in 2013, which is served between two halves of a Laugenstange (pretzel stick) 
with cucumber relish, home-made mustard or grated horseradish. 
Never heard of Bavarian vodka? There are actually several varieties: Lion’s, Monaco 
and Bavarika. Munich’s own local gin is called “The Duke”. The following refreshments 
– among others – are distilled in Schloss Schleißheim: Blauer Kurfürst (a plum brandy), 
Eremitentrost (an apple brandy), a liqueur made from walnuts, mirabelle plums, sloes 
and quince, named Slius after the founder of Schleißheim. Fritz Müller Perlwein is an  
alternative to Prosecco which is made in Haidhausen – the “Fritz” stands for “frizzante”. 
Munich’s honey has also won praise: linden honey from the city’s Rosengarten (Rose 
Garden), honey from the rooftops of the Gasteig cultural district, the Stadtmuseum and 
even the police headquarters, as well as that produced by a large number of private 
beekeepers. The quality of the honey is very high and its purity is certified, which is a 
great indication of the healthy climate in the city! Since 2009, a meadow orchard has once 
again been in place in the palace gardens at Schloss Nymphenburg. In it, illustrious- 
sounding varieties such as the Prinzenapfel (“prince apple”), Reinette de Champagne 

http://inside-munich.com/ghost-walking-tour.html
http://www.lions-vodka.de
https://www.munichvodka.de
https://www.lantenhammer.de
http://www.schloesser-schleissheim.de/englisch/garden/distillery.htm
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(“little queen of Champagne”), Regentin (“queen regent”) and Grüne Sommermagdalene 
(“green summer magdalene”) are thriving, though they are still some years from producing 
a harvest. 

 Streets are also for celebrating in

Twice a year (5/6 May and 8/9 September, 2018) the Corso Leopold festival draws 
crowds to Leopoldstraße for a day of car-free wandering, enriched with a stage for  
theatrical productions, a children’s and cultural programme, lively political discussions, 
cabaret artists and street performers. 
A number of parades also take place in the city, e.g. on St. Patrick’s Day (11 March, 
2018), Christopher Street Day (15 July, 2018), Gärtnertag (Gardeners’ Day, 7 August, 
2018) and Brauertag (Brewers’ Day, which only takes place every second year, in even 
years, and is due to be celebrated again in June 2018). Of course, there’s no need  
to mention the Oktoberfest essentials which are always cause for celebration: the 
entrance of the Wiesn hosts and the traditional costume and sharpshooter. 
Munich’s street festivals see more celebration than strolling, with some events known far 
beyond their districts, including the Schwabinger Straßenfest, the Hans-Sachs-Straßen-
fest and the Glockenbach-Straßenfest. In addition, the city’s birthday is celebrated every 
year on and around Munich’s most central plaza: town foundation festival.

The Moriskentänzer (morris dancers) are one of the high points of the annual Stadtgründungsfest,  
which celebrates the anniversary of the city’s founding.

http://leo.corso-leopold.de
http://www.muenchen.de/veranstaltungen/event/8060.html
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 Beaches and riverbanks

Poor Venice – it only considers waterways as a means of transport. Here we walk, jog, 
cycle, barbecue, celebrate – and, yes, even swim – in the Isar river floodplains. The  
traditional Kulturstrand beach party will take place once again in 2018, at the Vater-Rhein 
fountain. The 9th Isarinselfest (Isar Island Festival) will be held in 2018, and sun wors-
hippers feel particularly at home beside the streams in the Englischer Garten – and the 
famous Eisbach surfers there were even immortalised recently in a highly acclaimed 
film, though the surfers at the Thalkirchen campsite’s Floßlände (raft landing stage) are 
not to be outdone! Nor should we overlook the picturesque Würm river, which wends 
its way eleven kilometres through the city, across densely forested floodplains and 
past the beautiful castle of Schloss Blutenburg. Simply wonderful!
The power of Munich’s waters – in a more controlled setting – can also be experienced 
on a number of public and private tours of the city’s sewers and water systems. 

 Music – Munich style

The local listings cover a lot of ground: folk music and new folk “Volxmusik”; Münchner 
Freiheit and Münchner Zwietracht; the Blechschaden Munich Philharmonic brass ensemble 
and the CubaBoarischen who blend Bavarian folk music with South American sounds; 
Roland Hefter and the Isarrider. Richard Rigan let loose back in the 60s and still wants 
to know today. Boysvoice with Mani Gruber; Railway; Bad Dog Bites; Panzerballett; The 
Public with Axel Kowollik; The Roxx with Billy Itch; Lovetrick and Xing – both featuring 
charismatic drummer Tom Henzen; Oliver Monroes Meroe – evidently Munich’s music 

A river of delight: In fine weather, the pleasant, sociable setting along the banks of the Isar river beckons.

http://www.urbanaut.org
http://www.isarinselfest.de
http://www.eisbachwelle.de
https://veranstaltungen.stadt-muenchen.de/mse/
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scene is buzzing. Konstantin Wecker has long been an institution here; author and  
journalist Carl-Ludwig Reichert revived his legendary 70s anarcho-blues band some 
time ago and “Isar Indian” Willi Michl is still ringing out his Bavarian blues among the 
floodplains. Christian Ertl’s book about the Munich scene – “Macht’s den Krach leiser” 
(“Make the crash quieter!”)– is well worth a read, along with “Manege frei für Rock  
& Roll” (“Clear the Ring for Rock & Roll”) in which Arno Frank Eser and Herbie Hauke 
paint a vivid picture of the concerts in the Circus Krone, while Herbie also further  
electrifies his charismatic Rockmuseum in the lofty heights of the Olympiaturm (Olympic 
Tower) with dazzling live acts from time to time. 
Even Munich’s Lord Mayor, Dieter Reiter, has been known to rock out now and then.
All bands and concerts. 

 Studios and exceptional artists

A total of 140 artists from a plethora of countries work in the Domagk studios, which 
includes more than 100 workshops and studios. The KunstWohnWerke eG cooperative 
on Streitfeldstraße, is an example of somewhere artists, creatives and other individuals 
involved in the cultural sector have developed and implemented sustainable concepts 
for their working and living situations on their own initiative. The Neuhauser Künstlerhof 
on Arnulfstraße has been around since 1929. Throughout the year, open studio days 
and weekends are organised all over the city, such as in the Au district, Haidhausen, 
Giesing and the west end, and there’s also a new venue for the Bavarian Radio Symphony 
Orchestra which is currently under construction in the Werksviertel district. So with  
all of this going on in the east of Munich – along with artists’ studios, showrooms, 
practice rooms and retail spaces – there is certainly plenty of opportunity for creativity 
to blossom.

Lamps, lighting and 
light installations like 
you’ve never seen 
before: a visit to Ingo 
Maurer’s workshop.

http://www.rockmuseum.de
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1DIuV9TCn6M
http://www.muenchen.de/veranstaltungen/events/konzerte.html
http://www.muenchen.de/veranstaltungen/events/konzerte.html
https://www.kunstwohnwerke.de
http://www.werksviertel.de/en/
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Performance artist Wolfgang Flatz will always be remembered for his spectacular caravan 
at the top of a chestnut tree on Praterinsel island. In 2013 the same artist arranged for 
an original 1958 Cadillac Eldorado Biarritz to be hoisted onto his studio, where it stands 
within his sculpture garden on the roof of the former Kistlerhof building on Kistlerhof-
straße. The site covers 2,800 square metres 30 metres above ground level, and is 
home to his famous early works as well as a wealth of other work and new, unique  
installations. World-renowned light artist Ingo Maurer designed the Westfriedhof, 
Moosfeld and Münchner Freiheit U-Bahn stations. He welcomes visitors to his studio 
at 47 Kaiserstraße. 

 Natural bounty: Green spaces and gardens  

We have an abundant variety of green spaces: a Baroque garden, an English landscaped 
park, the new botanical gardens, the Isar river floodplains – not to mention allotments 
in virtually every part of the city, which are generously opened to the public on the Tag 
der Offenen Gartentür (Open Gardens Day, expected to take place at the end of June 
2018). In 1983 the International Garden Expo (IGE) was held in what is now Munich’s 
Westpark, and the German National Garden Show took place in Riem on the outskirts 
of the city in 2005. The Olympiapark was created for the 1972 Olympic Summer Games, 
and it remains one of Munich’s most popular green spaces to this day. The city’s Englischer 
Garten – larger than both Central Park in New York and London’s Hyde Park – was opened 
to the public for the “use of the entire nation” as long ago as 1792. 

Locals and visitors alike feel content and at home in the Englischer Garten.

http://www.flatz.net/_/_/v.2.0/
https://www.ingo-maurer.com/en/
https://www.gartenbesuch.de/links-tipps/
https://www.gartenbesuch.de/links-tipps/
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You can also indulge your senses on a smaller scale in the city’s exhibition rose garden, 
the Japanese gardens (in the western part of the Westpark) and in the Petuelgarten park 
– not forgetting the exclusive private Kunst- und Lustgärtnerei garden centre in Ober-
schleißheim. Munich’s parks and gardens present a triad of history, culture and nature.
Gardening shows: Garten München (“Garden Munich”) in Munich-Riem (March), München 
Blüht (“Munich is blooming”) in Schloss Blutenburg (April and September), Gartentage 
(“garden days”) in Kloster Fürstenfeld (Fürstenfeld Abbey, May) and in Schloss Planegg 
(September). 

 Month by month: Festival upon festival

Carnival balls in January and February; strong beer season from March to April; Spring 
Festival and the Maidult fair; August’s Tollwood Summer Festival and the Stadtgrün-
dungsfest in Olympiapark, marking the anniversary of the city’s founding; Oktoberfest 
from September; the Kirchweihdult in October; Tollwood Winter Festival from November; 
and then the Christkindlmarkt to round off the year – what visitor to Munich can remain 
unamazed by how the locals manage this annual marathon of festivities? 

 Surprising tours

Would you like to take a tour of Munich in Latin? Visit some huge construction sites? 
Travel through the streets in a horse-drawn carriage or a rickshaw, a glass of Champag-
ne in your hand? Explore the city as you jog? See Munich through the eyes of a home-
less person selling BISS magazine (Munich’s equivalent of The Big Issue)? Visit writers’ 
homes and settings which are already familiar from novels? See the Tierpark zoo by 
night? View Munich from above, on a rooftop tour over the canopy top of the Olympic 
stadium? Take a look underneath Munich as you journey through its sewers? Travel  
through the city by Segway? These are just a few possibilities if you’re looking for  
something different. München Tourismus’ qualified tour guides alone offer more than 
20 themed and specialised guided tours. 

 Children’s paradise

Tierpark Hellabrunn (Hellabrunn Animal Park), Sea Life, the fairytale forest in the Isar valley, 
Wildpark Poing – as well as these attractions, many major museums also offer program mes 
and tours specifically aimed at children: Museum Mensch und Natur (museum of man and 
nature) in Nymphenburg; the Kinder- und Jugendmuseum (Museum for children and 
young people) at the Hauptbahnhof (main train station); the toy museum in the tower 

https://www.muenchen.de/rathaus/Stadtverwaltung/baureferat/freizeit-sport-natur/baumschule-bischweiler-info/themengaerten.html
http://www.kunst-und-lustgaertnerei.de
https://www.munich.travel/en-gb/categories/plan/month-by-month
https://www.munich.travel/en-gb/categories/book/guided-tours
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of the Altes Rathaus (Old Town Hall). Children, what more could your hearts desire? 
How about the old-fashioned and sometimes slightly eerie (giant) fairytale puppets in the 
Schausteller (showmen) section of the Munich Stadtmuseum, perhaps? Or the children’s 
adventure centres in Haidhausen and Grünwald – or the SoccArena in Olympiapark? 
Maybe you are already FC Bayern Munich supporters or BMW fans? Any parent that 
doesn’t feel like the kids are catered for in Munich is surely doing something wrong!
muenchen.de/freizeit/freizeit-mit-kindern.html
muenchen.de/sehenswuerdigkeiten/top-touren-mit-kindern.html

 Museums you’ve never seen before 

Word of Herbie Hauke’s Rockmuseum in the Olympic Tower is getting around, while 
the Bier- und Oktoberfestmuseum (Beer and Oktoberfest Museum) in the city’s oldest 
burgher townhouse and the Kartoffelmuseum (Potato Museum) are also making a name 
for themselves. But what about the Bill Haley Museum? Or the Aussiger Heimatstube 
museum, which showcases Northern Bohemian culture from days gone by? The com-
puter museums in Schwanthalerstraße (school computers), Garching and Grasbrunn? 
The billiards museum in the Schelling-Salon restaurant? How about the coffee museum? 
Connoisseurs and devotees are always collecting treasures and generously committing 
to put them on display for the public. The city is also home to a watch collection and 
even a collection of nose hair trimmers, though both of these are private – for now, at 
least…
Aussiger Heimatstube, Liebherrstraße 4, 80538 Munich, Tel. +49 89 22 40 60. 
School computer museum: Tel. +49 89 7 14 23 08. 
Garching computer museum Tel. +49 89 28 91 75 90. 

A “Wow, look!”  
experience for the 
whole family: the 
Museum Mensch und 
Natur (Museum of 
Man and Nature).

http://www.muenchen.de/freizeit/freizeit-mit-kindern.html
http://www.muenchen.de/sehenswuerdigkeiten/top-touren-mit-kindern.html
http://www.bill-haley-museum.com
http://www.computermuseum-muenchen.de
http://www.schelling-salon.de
http://www.kaffee-espresso-barista.de
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 Bavarian heaven: Hidden beer treasures

Munich’s larger breweries are not content to simply rest on their laurels, so from  
time to time their customers may be surprised by new beers appearing on the menu, 
created by the respective master brewer and often not available in bottles. 
Of course, the smaller breweries are no less adventurous. The Giesing Brewery, for  
example, doesn’t just produce traditional wheat beer and a naturally cloudy lager, but 
also brews a variety of fruit beers: “Red Baron” is strawberry-flavoured, while “Blue-
berry Hill” is a wheat beer made using blueberries. The Pasinger brewers produce their 
“Villa Pasingas” variety, which has an alcohol content of 4.9%, and Café Guglhupf has 
developed a very drinkable “Kaffee Weizen” dark beer brewed with coffee. Meanwhile, 
the Forschungsbrauerei in Unterhaching is proud of its St. Jakobus-Bock light-coloured 
lager and Weißbier-Bock wheat beer, both 7.6%. 
The Stadlbräu in Oberhaching produces the enchanting “Kybier” which, the label  
explains, is “brewed like an Altbier (a top-fermented German dark beer), hopped like  
a Pils, fermented like a wheat beer”. 
The nearby Weihenstephaner brewery boldly experiments with Champagne beer 
and “Mach wach Bier” (“wake-up beer”), and always has many other taste sensations 
in development. 
Schneider, the traditional wheat beer brewer on Tal, makes over a dozen varieties of 
wheat beer including its special annual beers. Several of their varieties – Mein Nelson 
Sauvin, Meine Sommer Weisse, Mein Aventinus Barrique, Meine Porter Weisse and 
Marie’s Rendezvous – are served at the table in large bottles like Champagne, for a 
gourmet beer experience! You can also take them home to enjoy.

Beer gives you wings – Ludwig Thomas Engel Aloisius knew that a long time ago!

http://www.giesinger-braeu.de
http://www.villapasingas.de
http://www.forschungsbrauerei.de
https://www.biervonmir.com
https://www.weihenstephaner.de/unsere-biere/
https://feinerhopfen.com/2013/03/24/infinium-bier-aus-dem-champagnerglas/
https://schneider-weisse.de/index.php?lang=de&sid=63758260420339336171234200645736&tpl=weissbiervielfalt
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 Shopping like kings  

Please don’t take King Ludwig I as your style counsel: he is known to have worn a 
much-mended handkerchief and a shabby skirt, and used an antiquated umbrella 
against the rain. He was of the belief that he should save for his numerous magnificent 
building commissions by neglecting his own appearance (Franz Herre, “Ludwig I”,  
Hohenheim publishing company, Stuttgart Leipzig 2005, p. 176).
However, there’s no such concern holding you back! The title “Königlich Bayerische 
Hoflieferanten” (“Supplier to the Royal Court of Bavaria”) is still borne by Dallmayr,  
Develey, the Hofpfisterei bakery chain, Ludwig Beck, Eduard Meier and Max Zechbauer, 
to name but a few of the most prominent businesses. Jewellery, art glass, elegant  
bathrooms, and clocks, fine leather and paper are also available from former Suppliers 
to the Royal Court of Bavaria. 
The Fünf Höfe and Hofstatt commercial centres guarantee a top-notch shopping  
experience, and Briennerstraße and Maximilianstraße are two of the finest shopping 
streets in the city. Conveniently located shopping centres include the Olympia-Einkaufs-
zentrum, Das Pep! in Neuperlach, Riem Arcaden, Pasing Arcaden, and the Mira on  
Dülferstraße. Munich is also home to numerous factory outlet stores including Konen, 
Kunert, Loden Frey, Triumph and Bogner. However, just in the pedestrian zone in the 
city centre, you can find everything any shopper’s heart could desire. A shopping  
guide for Munich. And at shops-muenchen.de.

The best of shopping: Elegant outfits to satisfy even the most discerning tastes.

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liste_bayerischer_Hoflieferanten
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liste_bayerischer_Hoflieferanten
https://www.fuenfhoefe.de
https://www.hofstatt.info/en/
https://www.factory-outlets.org/ort/muenchen/5475
https://www.munich.travel/en-gb/categories/discover/shopping-design
https://www.munich.travel/en-gb/categories/discover/shopping-design
http://www.shops-muenchen.de
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 The Nacht der Tracht traditional costume festival and the mighty power  
of traditional Bavarian dress

The Nacht der Tracht festival in the Löwenbräukeller is a long-standing tradition. In 2018 
it will take place on 5 May, with the usual bands, traditional costume groups, clubbing 
lounges and colourful supporting programme – four months later you will see many of 
the same dirndls and lederhosen at Oktoberfest. Dozens of specialist stores in Munich 
stock the full spectrum of costumery, from traditional to extravagant and everything in 
between, and there is also an abundance of second-hand traditional costumes to choose 
from. However, those who are only looking for a themed outfit as a one-off would be 
advised to hire a costume instead. True, authentic folk culture can be experienced  
first-hand at the traditional costume and sharpshooter parade that takes place on 
the first Sunday of Oktoberfest.

 Nostalgia that goes back centuries: You can still find the Middle Ages in Munich

But where? Somewhere well hidden? The Altes Rathaus (Old Town Hall) looks very 
new. The Neues Rathaus (New Town Hall), on the other hand, looks really old – but is 
actually new! Neo-Gothic, to be precise, and just 100-150 years old, depending on 
which part of the building you’re talking about. 
Nonetheless, a whole day would hardly be enough to uncover the traces of the Middle 
Ages that can still be found in Munich and its surroundings. In the vaulted cellar of the 
Alter Hof, a free multimedia show offers fascinating insights into the history of the city 
of Munich, focusing on Emperor Ludwig and his 14th-century Kaiserburg (imperial castle) 
in particular. The nearby Bier- und Oktoberfestmuseum (Beer and Oktoberfest Museum) 
is located in Munich’s oldest surviving burgher townhouse, which also dates from the 
14th century. If you sit in its snug Stüberl café for a bite to eat or something to drink, you 

Native elegance:  
Bavarian fashion  
has tradition, high 
standards and style.

https://www.nachtdertracht.de
http://www.muenchen.de/shopping/trachten.html
https://www.bier-und-oktoberfestmuseum.de/en/
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will feel as though you have travelled 700 years back in time. Afterwards, you should 
walk around the historic Isartor, the east side of which is decorated with a fresco depicting 
the Battle of Mühldorf (also known as the Battle of Ampfing), which took place in 1322. 
Medieval weapons and equipment can be seen in the Bayerische Nationalmuseum  
(Bavarian National Museum), along with a model of how the city looked during that period.
And then it’s time to head a little further afield, to the late Gothic castle of Schloss Bluten-
burg, surrounded by the picturesque Würm river. Then on to the late medieval Grünwald 
fortress made famous in comedian Karl Valentin’s song about “die alten Rittersleut” 
(“the old knights”), though you may prefer to head to Burg Schwaneck, a castle which, 
despite its authentic medieval appearance, was only built in the 19th century by Middle 
Ages enthusiast Ludwig von Schwanthaler – who also erected the statue of Bavaria  
on Theresienwiese. Be aware: visitors who wish to also eat in the appropriate style  
on their return to the city centre must first reserve a table at the Welser Kuche or the 
Schandgeige, which offer authentic medieval dining experiences.

 Italy sends its regards

Italy’s temporal omnipresence in Munich is undoubtedly at its strongest during the 
weekend that falls in the middle of Oktoberfest – the “Italian weekend”, when the city 
is traditionally engulfed by visitors from that country. At almost 20%, Italians make up 
the highest share of foreign visitors to the Wiesn, and the Italian influence also goes back 
far and wide in Munich’s character. Italy‘s local omnipresence in Munich is undoubtedly 
at its strongest in Odeonsplatz. It was two Italian architects that built the Theatinerkirche 
church on Odeonsplatz, while a pair of German architects built Feldherrnhalle, the 
entrance to the Hofgarten and the Café Tambosi building, all in the Italian style. Many 
Bavarian history buffs even suspect Luigi Tambosi to have been the biological father of 
Ludwig II. And no one, perhaps, has focused more closely on the “Italy” in “Italy’s 
northernmost city” than Daniela Crescenzio. She offers Italian walking tours focusing 
on topics such as Italian palazzi in Munich, hidden Italians in Munich and Venetian flair 
in Munich, and has also published numerous books on the same subjects. These list 
buildings – in Florence, Venice and Rome – which were used as models for buildings in 
Munich, and also make reference to Italian dynasties and prominent Italian women in 
Munich. City tours in Italian can be booked with München Tourismus. Quite apart from 
the huge number of Italian restaurants and delicatessens, visitors to Munich will also 
come across completely different aspects of contemporary Italian culture: the city is 
twinned with Verona and it is home to a German-Italian educational association, the  
Institute of Italian Philology, the Institute of Italian Culture, the Società Dante Alighieri 
and the Circolo Cento Fiori, to name but a few – and the SV Italia 1965 soccer club 
turned 50 in 2015. Frau Crescenzio: Italien walks in Munich. 

https://www.welser-kuche.de
http://www.zur-schandgeige.de
https://www.munich.travel/en-gb/categories/book/guided-tours
https://www.crescenzio.de
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 Energize with exercise in Munich  

Mick Jagger and Keith Richards have played tennis in the Hirschau, Rod Stewart has  
jogged through the Englischer Garten, and Ritchie Blackmore and the rest of Deep  
Purple played a lively game of football at the Olympic park (don’t take our word for it: 
Soccer with Deep Purple).
Less famous visitors to the city are also sure to find the activity they enjoy when they 
need to get their blood pumping. Stressed-out business travellers – who all too often 
have an exhausting day ahead of them, followed by a sedentary evening – will have no 
trouble finding help to arrange their preferred morning pursuits: on request, the dedicated 
team at München Tourismus will be pleased to support any active traveller in finding a 
hotel with a gym that opens early in the morning –  or equally, of course, one that stays 
open late for guests. What if the visitor also wants to get out while they’re getting their 
exercise? In that case, the team can suggest a hotel close to a park, where visitors can 
go jogging in a beautiful, natural setting: a hotel in or near the Olympiapark is a good 
option too, as visitors can swim in the 50-metre pool there from 7 am until 10 pm.  
A few lengths there will surely keep even the liveliest traveller fit for the whole day – 
maybe the next day as well! We want Munich to be a memorable destination in every 
respect – including when it comes to sport!

 Wonderful Art Nouveau

Villa Stuck (which has an Art Nouveau museum), the Kammerspiele Theatre, the Mül-
ler’sches Volksbad pool, the library in the Neues Rathaus (New Town Hall), Maximilians-
brücke, the Erlöserkirche (Church of the Redeemer) and the extension to the university 
are all excellent examples of public buildings in Munich built in the Art Nouveau style. 
There are also dozens of private buildings which delight Art Nouveau enthusiasts and 
shape the Munich cityscape. To see the style at a smaller scale, visitors can examine 
Art Nouveau pieces in several galleries: the Neue Pinakothek, the Neue Sammlung at 
the Pinakothek der Moderne museum of modern art, the Lenbachhaus gallery and the 
Stadtmuseum. 

 Animals

Resi the leafcutter ant is the smallest animal registered at Hellabrunn Zoo. This ant species 
is extraordinary: a single copy of the Hölldobler/Wilson standard textbook relating to 
them is more than a two hundred thousand times weightier than this particular ant. 
The diversity of species in the hundred-year-old zoo, situated on the beautiful Isar river 
floodplains, does not stop at its fences; countless guests flutter, scamper and creep 

https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=art+noveau+munich
https://www.hellabrunn.de/en/
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beyond them to partake of the rich urban buffet in offer – some of them stray! So people 
are not surprised to see magnificent mandarin ducks swimming in harmony among the 
swans – King Ludwig II would have rejoiced at the sight of these splendid birds too. 
Near the river, you might even be lucky enough to spot one of the beavers that have 
long been indigenous here. The most famous of these, known as Monaco Franze, has 
been living with his family beside the bridge near the Deutsches Museum for many  
years now. 
At the entrance to Sea Life in Olympiapark, visitors can get a clear view of the creatures 
that were (or are once more) visible in the rivers and lakes of the highlands around  
Munich – of course the rays, sharks, octopuses, moray eels and seahorses steal the show. 
Munich residents love their dachshunds, but visiting dogs are always very welcome 
too! In 2010, Munich was voted the world’s most dog-friendly city by “dogs”, the 
renowned dog magazine, while a survey by pet food franchise company Fressnapf  
also identified Munich as Germany’s most dog-friendly city in the same year, placing  
it ahead of Hamburg and Mönchengladbach. So it’s no great surprise that a number of 
books directly addressed to dogs in Munich have been available for quite some time. 
The most recent of these was Almut Otto’s “Fred & Otto – Unterwegs in München” 
(“Fred and Otto out and about in Munich”), published in 2013, which focuses mainly  
on Munich city dogs but also dedicates over 20 pages to four-legged visitors from  
elsewhere. 
The “Tropical Butterflies” exhibition takes place every winter in the Botanical Gardens 
which celebrated their hundredth anniverary (at this place) in 2014. In the humid  
environment of the greenhouses, surrounded by frantic or lazy flapping wings and  

An iconic dog, often 
still named Waldi 
after the first official 
Olympic mascot: the 
Munich dachshund.

https://www.visitsealife.com/de/en/munich/
http://www.botmuc.de/en/
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Faraway shores, sunken worlds, past splendour: the painting paradise of Munich.

dizzying scents, you feel as though you have been transported to a faraway tropical  
paradise. Because the caterpillars have notably voracious appetites, only a small handful 
of species are permitted to breed in the exhibition building; these include the Owl  
Butterfly (Caligo eurilochus) whose complete life cycle from newly hatched caterpillar 
to adult butterfly, can be followed and experienced live as part of the exhibition. 
Infuriated at the decades of chronic scepticism regarding its existence, the Wolpertinger 
(jackalope), Bavaria’s mysterious mythical creature, has retreated, grumbling, to two 
storeys of the centrally located Jagd- und Fischereimuseum (Hunting and Fishing  
Museum).

 Landscapes to sink into: the painting paradise of Munich  

Art-loving visitors to the city can find many examples of conscious visual indulgence  
in the realm of sunken and imaginary worlds, portrayed in a lifelike manner. In the Alte 
Pinakothek: Albrecht Altdorfer’s The Battle of Alexander at Issus; Calvary and the Great 
Fish Market by Jan Brueghel the Elder; the dreamlike seashores of Claude Lorrain and 
Claude Joseph Vernet. In the Neue Pinakothek: Italian landscapes by Johann Christian 
Reinhart, Taunus Valley by Hans Thoma, Summer by Caspar David Friedrich and Anselm 
Feuerbach’s Medea. You can see Rottmann’s Italian cycle and Canaletto’s View from 
Munich, The Bridge and the Isar in the Residenz palace, and visit the Schack collection 
for Böcklin’s Villa by the Sea, Neureuther’s Hermann and Dorothea and Dillis’ Three Views 

http://www.jagd-fischerei-museum.de/start/
https://www.pinakothek.de/en
https://www.pinakothek.de/en
https://www.pinakothek.de/en
http://www.residenz-muenchen.de/englisch/tourist/index.htm
https://www.pinakothek.de/en
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of Rome from the Villa Malta: View of St. Peter’s, as well as Canaletto’s Nymphenburg 
Palace variants which are also on exhibition there. Klenze’s Propylaea and Munich’s 
Past in the Stadtmuseum. “Realistic” cityscapes and landscapes stimulate the eyes 
and the imagination, taking the viewer on a journey to faraway places and distant eras 
that would otherwise be unattainable. 

 Eastern wonders in Munich  

The 500-year-old onion domes of Munich’s Frauenkirche were – inadvertently – copied 
from an Islamic mosque. In fact, once you start looking, it almost seems as though 
there’s nothing in Munich that isn’t somehow Eastern-derived – Morris dancers; many 
of the treasures in the Residenz palace (including porcelain), the oriental collection in the 
Bayerischen Staatsbibliothek (Bavarian State Library), cribs in the Bayerisches National-
museum (Bavarian National Museum), orientalia in the Völkerkundemuseum (Ethnology 
Museum), some paintings of Eastern settings by Spitzweg and Feuerbach in the Graf 
Schack collection … Graf Schack was himself an orientalist, an enthusiastic traveller of 
Eastern lands and translator of the Persian national epic poem Shahnameh. So numerous 
paintings in the Alte Pinakothek and the Neue Pinakothek touch on the topic of the East. 

Exotic pleasures straight out of the Arabian Nights: Munich’s Oriental gourmet bazaars.

http://www.schloss-nymphenburg.de/englisch/tourist/index.htm
http://www.schloss-nymphenburg.de/englisch/tourist/index.htm
https://www.muenchner-stadtmuseum.de/en.html
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As long as 300 years ago, the Turkish prisoners of war captured by Elector Max Emanuel 
left their mark on the Bavarian capital, with the city’s first coffee house opening in Resi-
denzstraße in 1699. And today, locals and tourists alike enjoy dining in absolute comfort 
in Munich’s Egyptian, Arabic, Iranian, Afghan, Pakistani, Turkish and other Eastern rest-
aurants – in many of them guests can also enjoy a bellydancing show. Anyone who likes 
to indulge themselves on the wellbeing front values the city’s Turkish steam baths, such 
as the Hamam in Mathildenstraße or Hamam Anatolia in Untergiesing. The “Südliches 
Bahnhofsviertel e.V.” association shows exemplary commitment to promoting the  
peaceful coexistence of cultures in the southern railway district, where more than 50% 
of residents come from other countries; people from Turkey and the United Arab Emirates 
form the second-and third-largest groups of foreigners settled here. Its blend of city 
flair, urbanity and multiculturalism make the southern railway district a unique, essential 
part of Munich. Munich’s two largest mosques are surprisingly magnificent, with one 
located in Freimann and the other, the Haci Bayram Mosque, in Pasing. Their congregants, 
often in traditional clothing, have long been a familiar sight in the pedestrian zone. 

 Evangelical, Catholic, other: Unmissable places of worship

Renaissance splendour that will bring you to your knees – there is no other way to explain 
the spell woven by the beautiful Hofkapelle (Court Chapel) and Maximilian I’s Reiche 
Kapelle (Rich Chapel) in the Residenz palace. The “Notre Dame” of Munich: When you 
see the Maximilianskirche church by the Isar river for the first time, you will immediately 
understand how it earned its nickname. The priest there is also memorable: charismatic 
Rainer Maria Schießler also works part-time as a server at Oktoberfest, holds a taxi 
licence, rides a motorbike and has recently become a popular television host. Inside the 
church itself is a striking mosaic by Becker-Gundahl, which depicts Mary and escaped 
damage during the Second World War; elsewhere inside, the Altar of our Lady shows 
strong Art Nouveau influences. A good kilometre upriver on the same bank stands the 
Church of St. Lukas, the Evangelical “counterpart” to St. Maximilian. Both are around 
the same age, both pay homage to historicism, both were built by architects named 
Schmidt and both are now home to a number of beehives. Munich’s largest Protestant 
church deliberately harks back to pre-Reformation architectural styles: the exterior  
architecture features distinctly Romanesque shapes, while the interior is reminiscent  
of Rhineland early Gothic style. 
Herz-Jesu-Kirche (Church of the Sacred Heart of Jesus) in Neuhausen was only  
completed in 2004, but has since become one of the most-frequently visited churches 
in Munich. The church is cuboid in shape, with a 14-metre-tall blue glazed front which 
opens completely, like a giant gate – though this only happens on high feast days. The 
rest of the time, visitors access the church via two smaller doors. 

http://www.bahnhofsviertel-muenchen.de
http://www.bahnhofsviertel-muenchen.de
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Church of St. Michael in Berg am Laim represents one of the most sumptuous accom-
plishments of the Bavarian rococo style, by master craftsmen Johann Michael Fischer 
(architecture), Johann Baptist Straub (sculpture) and Johann Baptist Zimmermann 
(paint ing). The building was commissioned by Clemens August, Archbishop of Cologne 
and son of the “Blue Elector” Max Emanuel. The Templerturm (Templar Tower) at 35 
Birkenleiten is absolutely worth seeing from the outside (though it is literally impossible 
to enter, as it is hermetically sealed). Fans of Dan Brown’s “Illuminati” should definitely 
pay it a visit. The impressive mosques in Freimann and Pasing have already been  
mentioned above, and are certainly wonderful sites to see. One quirky religious tradition 
that not many people know about only appears at Christmas time: the caganer (Catalan 
for “crapper”) is an idiosyncratic crib figurine from Catalan culture, a symbol of fertility 
which portrays a person with their trousers down, relieving themselves in the setting 
of the birth of Jesus – though the caganer is usually placed in an inconspicuous position, 
away from the manger with the Holy Family. In Kirche Mariä Heimsuchung (Church of 
the Visitation), at 90 Ridlerstrasse in the west end of the city, it sits in a different place 
every year so that faithful churchgoers can search it out anew every Christmas.

 Books upon books!

The Bayerische Staatsbibliothek (Bavarian State Library) and the Münchner Stadtbiblio-
thek (Munich City Library) combined offer approximately 13 million books, magazines 
and new media. The magical Schloss Blutenburg is a “book castle” which houses the 
International Youth Library (over 440,000 volumes) and the Michael-Ende tower “reading 
museum”. Every year or two, visitors flock here to attend book exhibitions, thriller festivals, 
and special events such as the Garching Perry Rhodan Con and the Comic Festival. The 
Literaturhaus (House of Literature) plays host to literature, gastronomy and many other 
events, La Cantina and the Lyrik Kabinett (Lyric Cabinet) invite authors and readers as 
well. The antiquarian bookshop sells everything from medieval medical books bound in 
pigskin with gold fittings, to Western-themed penny dreadfuls from the 1930s. Poetry 
slam fans will find what they are looking for at poetry slam in Munich. Munich is the 
world’s second-largest publishing city after New York. 
Events in 2018: Book Exhibition, Junior Book Exhibition, Munich Crime Festival,  
Comicfestival 

 Events – other

When event lists focus on the hottest tickets, quite a few things fall through the  
cracks; for example, only if you go searching will you find out that Munich has more 
than a dozen different film festivals. 

https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archiconvent_der_Templer
http://www.muenchen.de/veranstaltungen/kultur-highlights/poetry-slam.html
http://www.muenchen.de/veranstaltungen/event/6259.html
http://www.muenchen.de/veranstaltungen/event/8856.html
http://www.muenchen.de/veranstaltungen/event/8207.html
http://www.muenchen.de/veranstaltungen/event/20173.html
https://www.muenchen.de/rathaus/Stadtverwaltung/Kulturreferat/Film/Festivals.html
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“Cultural festivals with educational programmes” risks sounding a little dry – but nothing 
could be further from the truth! This category of events includes the Figurentheater-
festival (International Puppetry Festival) for example, as well as the Jugendtheater- und 
Musikfestival (Youth Theatre and Music Festival), the Münchner Biennale and the Spiel-
Art festival. An annual “Long Night” of late opening and events takes in museums,  
music, shopping, the environment and the sciences, while the Long Night of Architecture 
takes place every odd-numbered year. Labour Day on 1 May is always celebrated with 
a cultural festival on Marienplatz, and plenty of other things are happening in the city on 
the same day: the erection of the maypole, the Maifest spring festival in the Tierpark 
zoo. Europe Day (please search for Europatag). will be celebrated (belatedly) in Marien-
platz on Wednesday 9 May, 2018 (provisional date), with information stands and a wide 
variety of European music and dance On Saturday 12 May, 2018 the Vesakh Festival, 
the most important date in the Buddhist calendar, will be celebrated in Munich’s West-
park as it is every year – with cultural and culinary delights for all. The Friedens engel-
fest (Angel of Peace Festival) is a kind of extended street party which takes place every 
summer from mid-July to the end of July (more or less around the date on which the 
Angel of Peace was unveiled, on 16 July 1899). In 2018, it will take place between 19 
and 22 July. And it’s not just for Bogenhausen residents – guests from everywhere are 
welcome to join in, and are invited to note that quite a few visitors opt to wear Bavarian 
traditional costume and dirndls! The festival went even on for 10 days in 2013. The Ander 
Art festival (please search there for “Anderer Art”) takes place every year, on the second 
Saturday during Oktoberfest – in 2018 it will be on 29 September – and is the major  
intercultural event during Munich’s famous beer celebration. Entry is free and celebrat-
ions take place in Odeonsplatz, on the open-air stage and in culture tents where crazy 
urban meets ethno-poetic, musical meets literary, romantic meets punk.

Celebrations bring 
people closer 
together; festivals 
expand our cultural 
horizons.

https://www.muenchen.de/rathaus/Stadtverwaltung/Kulturreferat/Kulturelle-Festivals-Reihen.html
http://www.muenchen.de/veranstaltungen/events/erster-mai.html
http://www.muenchen.de
http://www.vesakh-muenchen.de
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CXjDdsBGDeo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CXjDdsBGDeo
http://www.muenchen.de
http://www.muenchen.de
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 Never-ending Story: Munich – the movie and television city

We’ve already mentioned the city’s numerous film festivals, but there’s also plenty to 
discover in relation to the other side of the camera. The Bavaria Filmstadt in Grünwald, 
with the walkable scenery of the submarine from “The Boat” and the “Bullyversum” 
indoor film adventure world, is known across the globe for its breathtaking tours and 
stunt shows. In fact, filming takes place over a thousand times a year at countless  
different locations all over Munich, with six or seven film crews going to work some-
where in Munich every day, often with superstars in tow – recently including Samuel  
L. Jackson, as he worked on the movie “Big Game”. It’s no wonder then, that the movie 
city of Munich offers several tours – apart from the Bavaria Filmtour – which focus on 
Munich filming locations, and that there are numerous books on offer detailing what 
will be filmed in Munich, when and where. For example, the recently cleared Königs-
platz was used 50 years ago, when it was still surfaced with large granite slabs, as 
“Deep sea base 104” in the classic German series Raumpatrouille – Die Phantastischen 
Abenteuer des Raumschiffs Orion (Space Patrol – The Fantastic Adventures of the  
Spaceship Orion). Several “Paukerfilm” (high school comedies) were shot at the Maxi-
miliansgymnasium; the school also served as a set for several episodes of German series 
“Der Kommissar” and “Derrick”. Unfortunately, the “Pumuckl house” from German  
children’s series “Meister Eder und sein Pumuckl” is no longer standing, though it lives 
on in the memories of many viewers. You never know – perhaps you’ll wander accidentally 
into a shot as you stroll around Munich, and then unexpectedly spot yourself on television 
months later!

Background  

München Tourismus is one of the largest central tourist organisations in Europe and is 
part of the City of Munich’s Department of Labour and Economic Development. München 
Tourismus works with its business partners in the private sector and the tourist 
organis ation München TIM e.V to develop marketing and PR campaigns and tourism 
products in a bid to establish Munich as a destination on the international travel market 
and encourage visitors to visit the city. The strategy behind this work is defined by the 
Tourismuskommission München, a joint undertaking between the city council and the 
local tourist industry. 

Print-ready photos for use in reports about tourism in Munich are available to download 
from www.muenchen.de/fotoservice

Photo credits: München Tourismus; Except: „The new View of Munich“ by Rainer Viertlböck (Page 1, Page 6)

https://www.filmstadt.de/en.html
http://www.drehorte-muenchen.de
https://www.munich.travel/en-gb/topics/about-us/film-and-photo-service

